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PERSICOS odi, puer, apparatus, 

displicent nexae philyra coronae; 

mitte sectari, rosa quo locorum 

sera moretur. 

simplici myrto nihil allabores 

sedulus curo: neque te ministrum 

dedecet myrtus neque me sub arta 

vite bibentem. 

 

I don't need your Persian luxuries, my lad. 

I dislike these garlands held together with lime tree 

bark. 

Don't bother to track down the last rose of summer 

to her lingering place. 

Plain myrtle is good enough. Don't trouble 

to do anything elaborate with it. Myrtle suits you 

serving wine, and suits me drinking it 

under the dense shade of this vine. 

 

After the rich structure of the first and longest of Horace's books of odes, the 38th and last 

ode, the little one above, has made some commentators squeal. Voltaire scorned it. 

Macleane finds 'not much to remark upon .... No great pains are usually bestowed upon 

such matters.' 'L. Muller', and I quote Nisbet Hubbard, 'with remarkable precision, 

numbered it among Horace's three least important productions.' 

 

The general view of the poem is that it praises the simple life and Horace is using this slight 

and low-key piece as a quiet close to the book; as it has been put, 'he brings the gentle 

fussiness and mundane considerations of 1.38 to bear upon the solemnity and sense of 

drama evoked by the tale of Cleopatra's fortitude in 1.37'. This I believe to be only a part of 

the truth. The journey of proof starts with an ode earlier in the same book, 1.32. 

 

If I have ever whiled away my leisure hours with you 

and written anything that may live a year or longer, 

come, my Greek Lyre, I ask you 



to sing a Latin song. 

 

5  It was a citizen of Lesbos that tuned you first, 

a fighting man, Alcaeus, but whether the swords were 

clashing 

or whether he had just tied up his battered ship 

on the storm-soaked shore, 

 

he would sing of Bacchus and the Muses and Venus 

10  and the boy that never leaves her side 

and lovely Lycus with his dark eyes 

and dark hair. 

 

O glory of Phoebus, o Lyre welcome at the table 

of supreme Jupiter, you make my work easy 

15  and touch it with delight, whenever I call 

reverently upon you. 

 

Barbitos is a Greek word, used by Horace in his first ode of the Lyre of Lesbos, as played by 

Sappho and Alcaeus. The sandwich Latinum barbite carmen in lines 3-4 vividly presents 

Horace's programme for his Lyric poetry, to establish Greek poetry in an Italian home. And 

the Greek poetry Horace has particularly in mind is the poetry of Alcaeus. The main point of 

the middle of this ode is to expound Horace's debt to Alcaeus and there are two points 

worth making: first, that the ode gives Horace's version of the subject-matter of Alcaeus' 

poetry; second, that the topics credited to Alcaeus appear also in Horace's own poetry. 
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Civi in line 5 alludes to Alacaeus' contribution to the civil dissension in Mytilene during his 

active years and his opposition to the tyrant Myrsilus and the 'prince' Pittacus. He wrote 

some splendid war verse, including his cry of exultation over the dead Myrtilus, 'Now must a 

man get drunk, aye, drink as hard as he can, for Myrtilus is dead.' He wrote of storms at sea, 

notably 'I cannot tell how the wind lies: one wave rolls from this side, one from that...' 

Horace's next stanza tells us that Alcaeus sang of Bacchus, and several of his drinking songs 

have come down to us, like 'Sow no other tree before the vine.' 

 

Love poems too he wrote including one sung by a woman who had fallen by the arts of the 

Cyprian goddess. There is also a hymn to Eros, the god of desire, 'the most dreaded of the 

gods.' The surviving fragments offer no incontestable reference to the Muses or to Lycus, 

but the conclusion stands, that the two central stanzas of Horace Odes 1.32 list topics found 

in poems which he believed to have been written by Alcaeus. 
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These same topics appear also in the lyric poems of Horace. He, too led a political life and in 

his youth took part in the civil wars of the day, and like Alcaeus admitted that he threw 

away his shield on the field of battle. He, too wrote war poems including a poem exulting in 

victory, nunc est bibendum, nunc pede libero pulsanda tellus (1.37). In 1.14 he wrote of a 

storm at sea, o nauis referent in mare te noui fluctus? He also wrote drinking songs like 1.18, 

nullam, Vare, sacra uite prius seueris arborem. He is always writing about Venus and Cupid, 

as for example in 3.12, which draws upon the Alcaean poem about the woman who fell by 

the arts of Aphrodite. The Muses are never far from his thoughts. 

 

The missing piece 

 

But here the parallelism seems to break down. Despite the obvious programme function of 

1.32, the collection of three books of Odes published by Horace in 23 B.C. contains no 

homosexual love poem to answer the expectations raised by 'lovely Lycus with his dark eyes 

and dark hair'. Or so it would seem. But surely 1.38 with which we started is the missing 

piece. We are looking for a poem of homosexual love: here is a poem easily capable of being 

so taken. 

 

But the case is stronger than that. Myrtle is the sign of Venus many, many times in Latin 

poetry. When Horace says that his boy doesn't look bad with myrtle on his head, that can 

mean only one thing. And when he adds that he doesn't look too bad with it himself, we 

recognise the familiar depreciatory tones of Horace the lover, considerate, unclamorous and 

oblique, the nearest thing in ancient poetry to tender, loving care – and with a smile. And he 

certainly did smile when he set this perfect jewel of a poem immediately after the Cleopatra 

ode to make an inimitable seal for this great and varied collection of lyric poems. 

 

Horace is good at endings, but never defter than at the end of this first book of the odes, 

and at the end of this last ode. Nisbet and Hubbard reject this interpretation. 'It is true that 

the myrtle Horace chooses belongs to Venus; but so do the roses and the philyra that he 

rejects ... A poet who sets out to allegorise should allegorise less cryptically than this.' But 

the logic is clear: Horace is accepting the simple and familiar concomitant of love, and 

rejecting expensive appurtenances and the bother the boy would have to go to in order to 

seek them out. He wants Venus's myrtle without any of the falderals. This poem, in this 

crucial setting, hints also at simplicity and lack of affectation in style of living and in literary 

style. This is allusive, elusive, Horatian, but not cryptic. Little wonder that a little poem of 

such resonance has stimulated such diverse talents as Edward Fitzgerald and e. e. 

Cummings, Edith Sitwell and Rabbie Burns. 
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